
  

 

Release Notes 
Product MW2900 
  VERSION: 2.3.0.0 
  COMPATIBILITY: No known backward compatibility issues. 
  NEW FEATURES: The following new features are included in this release: 

 Added color space conversion command INputCoLoRSPaCe to support conversion 
from YUV. Support for BT601 color space (standard definition) and the extended 
BT709 (HDTV) color space is provided. 
In addition the ability to convert an input to Monochrome format is provided. 

 Updated timing table to support JVC 4k display (1080p timing) 

 Added a frame buffer command (WINBUFferTYPE ) to allow user to select different 
frame buffer modes when specific input output frame rates encountered  causing 
pointer crossing issues (advanced feature). 

  CHANGES: The following changes are included in this release. 
   Changed the hardware configuration to increase the scaler bandwidth to improve 

image quality with output rates greater than 1920x1080. This eliminates redundant 
filtering and provides unfiltered 1:1 mapping of windows into the output space. 

 Deleted redundant OutPutBitsPerPixel command. 

 Command line help message omits information on one field of the INputPhase 
command. 

  BUG FIXES: The following bug fixes are included in this release. 

 Resolved an issue with the intermittent display of a column of “dots” at the right or 
left hand edge of an output.  When this issue appeared on the right hand edge of 
output 1 or 3 this had the appearance of a vertical seam. 

 Resolved issue with output fade command that caused the image to tear during a 
fade.  Also improved the smoothness of fade. 

 Increased size of command line response buffer to resolve an issue causing preset list 
to be cut off at the 40th entry 

 Addressed a bug where Autosync supported only 100 timings of the 160 required. 

 Window Control Panel (WCP) – message informs user to restart WCP following 
change to password. 

 WCP – improved port handling 

  KNOWN ISSUES: BP16 control panel locks up when doing preset recall when number of presets 
exceeds sixteen. 

 The color space command is not supported in WCP 
 Centered or right justified labels may not align properly when window is wider than 

the wall width. 
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